Preservation of visual responsiveness in the superior colliculus of RCS rats after retinal pigment epithelium cell transplantation.
The dystrophic RCS rat undergoes progressive photoreceptor degeneration due to a primary defect in retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells. This has a major impact on central visual responsiveness. Here we have examined how functional deterioration is contained by subretinal transplantation of immortalized human RPE cells. Transplantation was done at three to four weeks of age prior to significant photoreceptor loss and recipients were kept on cyclosporin. At six months of age, sensitivity maps and multi-unit response properties were obtained across the visual field by recording at 76 equidistant sites encompassing the whole superior colliculus.A significant degree of functional protection, both in terms of area of responsive retina and response characteristics was observed following RPE transplantation. At best, the sensitivity, latency of onset, and response rise time were all maintained within normal ranges and this was achieved with no more than half of the normal complement of photoreceptors. Although partial, the degree of anatomical preservation (both in terms of outer nuclear layer thickness and area of rescue) correlated well with the level of preserved visual sensitivities. Sham injections also resulted in rescue, though the area of preservation was strictly confined to the needle injury site and the response properties were significantly worse than with RPE injections. This study shows that central physiological responsiveness and correlated retinal morphology can be preserved in an animal model of retinal disease by implantation of an immortalized cell line. The use of retinal sensitivity measurements provides a background for assessing higher visual functions in these animals and a direct comparison for human perimetry measures.